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Tetyana Lunyova. Actualisation of the concept AUSTRALIA in Peter 
Fuller’s essay about Sydney Nolan’s paintings: linguo-cognitive analysis 



The study applies linguo-cognitive approach to analyse the conceptual 
dimension of ekphrasis. The object of investigation is the concept AUSTRALIA 
as a constituent of ekphrasis in Peter Fuller’s essay about Sydney Nolan’s 
paintings. The study results in determining that the concept AUSTRALIA in the 
essay functions as a constituent of both descriptive and interpretative ekphrases 
through the actualisation of its conceptual components «geographic space» and 
«cultural space».

Key words: ekphrasis, concept, essay about painting. 
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Australia Australian
Sydney Ned 

Kelly

«We had all the paintings around: the central 
Australian paintings, the birds, and so on.»

Australian the central 
Australian paintings

the birds

«Recently, I had to do a painting 



for the Hall of fame in Queensland, which is a big stockmen’s (rancher) 
thing, almost like the Sydney Opera House; so I had to do something 
which would really be in line with stockmen, or Australia’s idea of 
themselves …»

Australia’s.
the Hall of fame in Queensland

Queensland

painting
Australia’s idea of themselves

themselves stockmen (rancher)

«I didn’t go to a reception at the Sydney Art Gallery for him. But he saw 
a painting of mine there of an abandoned mine-shaft. It was just a 
landscape and it had sort of ochres and whites and the remains of a kind 
of a wind-break structure.

a 
painting of mine landscape  

Sydney Art 
Gallery an abandoned mine-shaft

«I’d done some of the drought pictures, all the Central 
Australian landscapes, the ones that are in the Tate now.»

pictures
all the Central Australian landscapes

the Tate



«I wanted 
to ask you about your first meeting with Kenneth Clark when he came to 
Australia in 1949.»

«But then he started to narrow down and he said, 
«You realize that if you leave Australia, you might never come back.» He 
told me that if I decided to leave, he would do everything he could in 
London to facilitate my way. But he said, again, «You must think very 
seriously about the fact that you might to come back. And you’re in the 
middle of exploring all the birds, flowers, and wonderful things to do 
with this continent.»»

if you leave 
Australia, you might never come back this 
continent

you’re in the 
middle of exploring all the birds, flowers, and wonderful things to do 
with this continent the 
birds flowers wonderful things to do 
with this continent

You must think very seriously about the fact that you might to 
come back

«The Ned Kelly paintings are ironic in their use of national 
mythology: Pharlap, Don Bradman, Ned Kelly, and all the rest of the things 
Australians have thrown-up. I was trying to make an ironic comment on 
these clichés; the paintings, in themselves, in a formal sense, are ironic.»

national mythology

Pharlap, Don Bradman, Ned Kelly



I was trying to make an ironic comment on these 
clichés; the paintings, in themselves, in a formal sense, are ironic

««But 
when you get to Europe, you’ll find that there are other kinds of birds. 
And there’s Florence … and there’s this and there’s that.» Of course, I 
didn’t understand then that in Europe there was opera and everything 
else that would draw me to it. But think of what it meant meeting a man 
like that, fifteen miles out of Sydney, when I was twenty-eight and had 
been painting hard for ten years.»

Europe
Sydney

there was opera and everything else that would 
draw me to it)

«I had been bread at the end of the world, but my mind was 
on the central experiences of Europe, you know, nature, Rimbaud, 
Schopenhaeur, and all the rest of it.»

at the end of the world
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